: Component selection by the Broken Stick Criteria. 
Raster layer procedure

Supplementary Methods
Spatial filter approach
Spatial filter analyses helps reduce the effect of uneven, or biased occurrence points for a given species (Aiello et al. 2015) . We applied Aiello et al. (2015) procedure as implemented in the R package "spThin". Their procedure uses randomization algorithms to return occurrence points based on user supplied minimum distance. We used a minimum distance of 10km and 100 iterations ( Figure S1 ).
Figure S1: Occurrence points
Figure S1: Left, occurrence points before the use of the spatial filter. Right, occurrence points after the use of the spatial filter. Red doted box shows how the spatial filter managed to reduce possible sampling biases.
Selection of Bioclimatic variables
The WorldClim database (Hijman et al. 2005 ) has 19 bioclimatic variables. However, we interpret that BIO2 = Mean Diurnal Range (mean of monthly (max temp -min temp) and BIO3 = Isothermality ((BIO2/BIO7)* 100) are related to daylight duration, an important condition for species with flight migratory behavior. We also interpret that BIO4 = Temperature Seasonality (standard deviation *100), BIO15 = Precipitation Seasonality (coefficient of variation) are related with sharp defined breeding season. Based on the absence of flight migration behavior and irregularity of the breeding season in C. albus (Madge and Juana 2014) , we decided to remove these environmental layers. We used Principal Component Analyses (PCA) to identify variables that were correlated (i.e., had similar vector directions; Figure S2 ) and chose the variable with the highest loading (Table S2 ). Data used in PCA was obtained by extracting the environmental values from the 16 bioclimatic variables for each of the 1318 data points used to model the potential distribution of C. albus. We used the Broken Stick Criteria (Legendre & Legendre 1998) to determine the number of principal components to be retained (Table S3 ). The Broken Stick criterion assumes that the total variance is divided randomly amongst the various components creating an expected distribution of eigenvalues that follow a broken-stick distribution. Observed eigenvalues are considered interpretable if they exceed eigenvalues generated by the broken-stick model, and components with eigenvalues higher than the Broken Stick criterion were retained. The PCA revealed four clusters ( Figure S2 ). We chose the variable with the highest loading for the clusters identified in red and green ( Figure S2 ). However, this approach could not be used for the yellow and orange clusters (Table S3 ). In this case we decided to keep the variable that had the highest loading in the first principal component, since this component explained a higher proportion of the variance (Table   S2 ). 3600 rows and 8640 columns form its extension. However, the anthropogenic environmental layers are at a 30 arc seconds resolution, and therefore, have a different numbers of rows and columns. To deal with the divergence in resolution and extension of the environmental variables in the dataset, we used a bilinear interpolation approach to re-sample the anthropic environmental layers and create a new raster with same extension and resolution as those of the WorldClim dataset. After this procedure, all environmental layers were projected using the WGS84 coordinate system and downscaled to 0.25º cells. We used the mean value for this higher resolution (i.e. we calculated the mean value using the data of the cells that were at a smaller scale). The new dataset was masked to the native African region (20W, 55E, -35S, 45N ) and non-native South American region (-85W, -35E, -55S, 12N) and saved as a text file. Finally, to guarantee that all text files are in accordance with the raster dataset, we plotted the grid values from text files against the raster dataset ( Figure A and B). 
Ecological Niche Models and model evaluation
We used the following distribution models: Bioclim (Nix 1986 , Booth et al. 2014 , Domain (Carpenter et al. 1971) , Mahalanobis distance (Farber & Kadmon 2003) , Support Vector Machine (Guo & Graham 2005 , Drake et al. 2006 , and Maxent (Phillips et al. 2004) . We choose these distribution models due to the different methodological approaches implemented in their algorithms (Loyola & Rangel, 2000) and the capacity to model presence only data (Franklin et al. 2010 ). Each niche model was built using 100 iterations. We used mean suitability values obtained from these iterations to generate a final distribution model for each of the five distributional models used. Final models that presented mean pROC values larger than 1 were: Bioclim, Domain, Mahalanobis, Maxent and Support Vector Machine. We then combined the final models from these five modeling procedures to produce a single model. For this procedure we also calculated mean suitability per grid cell. We then, used the sensitivity = specificity threshold to create a binary map for each distribution model. As a final step, we overlapped the binary maps by summing the values in each grid cell, which resulted in six possible values for the predicted presence of C. albus: (i) zero, when absence was predicted in the five models; (ii) one, when presence was predicted in only one model;
(iii) two, when presence was predicted in two models; (iv) three, when presence was predicted in three models; (v) four, when presence was predicted in four models; and (vi) five, when presence was predicted in all of the models. We considered C. albus to be present when grid cells of combined models had a value equal or higher than 2. We chose this value because only two of the models (SVM and Mahalanobis) had very different predictions.
Biome region relative Index approach
To analyze the susceptibility of each biome to the potential occurrence of C. albus, we used the biome relative index approach (BRI) as implemented by Ortega-Andrade et al. (2015) . This relative index indicates the proportion of suitable area for each biome, which varies from 0 (i.e. no suitable area was predicted for the specific biome) to 1 (suitable area was predicted to occur in a single biome 
